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GCSE Panjabi Listening commentaries 

Foundation Tier 

Question Response Commentary 

15 You can get a job fast Correct answer, 1 mark 

16 You can get a better job The student does not specify that you can get 
a better paid job. 0 mark. 

17 You can choose to go into any kind of job Correct answer, 1 mark 

Total: 1 mark 

Higher Tier 

Question Response Commentary 

10  Clean water
 Drains for dirty water

Both details are correct, 2 marks 

11  Free advice from doctors
 Free Cancer medicine

The student has not given the specific 
information required in the responses. 0 mark 

12  Classes on keeping clean
 Education for poor children

Both details are correct 2 marks 

Total: 4 marks
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GCSE Panjabi Reading commentaries 

Foundation Tier 

Question Response Commentary 

10.1 bu<Wvar Correct answer, 1 mark 

10.2 ikRkt The student has given incomplete answer and 
has missed the verb ‘Kedxa’ so does not 
score, 0 mark 

Total: 1 marks 

Translation 

Foundation Tier Question 15 

Student’s responses Marks Commentary 

Near my house 1 

There is a park 1 

Every day  0 

I go to the park to do running 1 

Yesterday when 1 

I went to park by myself 1 

There were so many children playing 1 Although it is not saying ‘lots’ of children, 
it implies that quite clearly. So gets a 
mark.  

Every year in this park 1 

On the summer holiday, there’s a fair 1 The student has used ‘on’ instead of ‘in’, 
but it does not alter the meaning, so a 
mark is awarded. 

Total: 8 marks
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GCSE Panjabi Reading commentary 

Higher Tier 

Question Response Commentary 

12.1 kwe kwe Ka[ . Correct answer, 1 mark. 

12.2 ikse ¥ iml nhIM huNwa . Correct answer, 1 mark. 

Total: 2 marks 

Translation 

Higher Tier Question 15 

Student’s responses Marks Commentary 

Near my house 1 

There is a cricket camp 0 The student has translated cricket field 
or pitch as ‘camp’ which is a significant 
error. 

On Sunday 1

Children come and play cricket 0 The student has translated young men 
as children and has missed out ‘many’ 
and ‘here’. 

Because there are holiday from school 1

On the summer holiday 1

I come with my friend sometimes to play cricket 0 The student has made two serious 
mistakes in translation which alters the 
meaning significantly. 

In the park, because of Panjabi music, the police 
closed the park 

0 The student translates the first part of 
the sentence wrong which then alters 
the whole meaning of the sentence. It 
now sounds as if the park is closed 
because of Panjabi music rather than 
Panjabi musical event. 

So that is why I couldn’t go there to play cricket 0 The translation is missing ‘last week’. 

Total: 4 marks
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GCSE Panjabi Writing commentaries 

Foundation Tier Question 1 

Question Response Commentary 

1.1 qsvIr iv<c iz<k kEk hE The message is clearly communicated- 2 marks 

1.2 qsvIr iv<c iz<k kufI ]qe iz<k muNda 

hn 

The message is relevant and is communicated 
clearly. The verb ending is singular instead of 
plural but this does not affect the communication- 
2 marks 

1.3 qsvIr iv<c in]ane]A we maqa ipqa 

hn . 

The message is clear and relevant. There is a 
minor error of spelling in the 3rd word but this does 
not affect the score-2 marks 

1.4 qsvIr iv<c car glasI]A hn The message is clear and relvant-2 marks 

Total: 8 marks 

Foundation Tier Question 2 

C<utI]A qe mEM spen iv<c hA .  

mEM ]apxe pirvar nal gzI hA .  

mOsm bhuq suhxa hE ]qe bhuq grmI hE .  

hotl bhuq vWI]a qe saP-suQra hE .  

Cu<tI]A qe ]sIM bIc ¥ gze sI iPr ]sIM reqe ivc Kede ]qe paxI valI park ¥ gze sI . 

Content 

All four points are well covered. There is a clear communication about the place, weather, hotel and 
information about the activities. 

Marks allocated: 10 

Quality of Language 

The student is able to use present and past tense successfully. The student has used appropriate vocabulary. 

The minor error in grammatical structure is ‘Cu<tI]A qe’ instead of ‘Cu<tI]A iv<c’

Marks allocated= 5 

Total: 10 + 5 = 15 marks
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Foundation Tier Question 3 

1. mere maqa jI nrs hE . 

2. skUl iv<c mEM hOkI ]qe Putbol Kedna psNw krwI hA . 

3. mEM Sam ¥ tElIivSn weKwI hA . 

4. mere Gr iv<c car sox vale kmre hn . 

5. ipCle ]Eqvar, mEM ]apne Bra ]qe BEx nal soipng gzI sI . 

Conveying key messages 

All messages are conveyed clearly. All five sentences are grammatically correct. 

5 marks. 

Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures 

The translation shows good knowledge of vocabulary and structures and is generally accurate. There are two 

minor spelling errors in sentence 3 and 5 (tElIivSn and  soipng) and one slight grammatical error in sentence 

1: ‘nrs hE instead of ‘nrs hn’ 

4 marks. 

Total: 5 + 4 = 9 marks
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Higher Writing Question 1.2 

mEM Kaxa bhuq psMw krwa hn . merI mnpsMw Kana pIja qe icps hn . mEM kirps nal cuklet vI bhqu Kawa hn . 

mera ishq TIk hE pr ksrq G<t krwI hn . mEM kwe park jAwa qe Putbel Kelwa . iPr mEM bhuq Q<kwa . Gr ]a ke 

talI weKwa . qe rEst krwa . CeqI sOMwa . hux mEM Qora moqa ho ig]a . mE¥ ]apxa ishq TIk r<Kxa pExa . Per mEM G<t 

svIt qe kirps Ka[uga . wofna krUga . icps Qora Ka[Uga . je merI Bar Gt ho gzI qA ishq vWI]a ho[ugI . hor 

ksrq vI krUNga . hor qurga . 

(91 words) 

Content 

This is a level 3 response covering almost all aspects of the task. Communication is generally clear but there 
are some lapses. Some information is conveyed and an opinion is expressed.  

6 marks. 

Quality of Language 

The vocabulary used is appropriate but the range is narrow. The student has made an attempt to use complex 
sentences. Present and future tenses are used. This work is at level 2 (3-4 marks). There are many spelling 

errors: ‘moqa, krUga, psMw’, many grammatical- including using wrong verb endings (using ‘han’ with ‘mEM’) and 

subject- gender agreement errors-‘mera ishq’. Verb endings are missing in many sentences.( sentences 5-11.  

3 marks. 

Total: 6 + 3 = 9 marks   
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Higher Writing Question 2.2 

hux nvIM tEknolojI bhuq hE . hr izk kol mobail Pon qe laptop hE . izh cIZA we bhuq PEwe hn  ij<wA mubil Pon qe 

qusIM jw mrZI ikse nal g<lA krwe ho . qe mEsej vI Bejwe ho . Pon qe hr vele zImel cE>k kr skwe ho qe Bej vI skwe . 

laptop qoM ibnA qA mEM kozI kNm nhIM kr skwI . sare kNmA lzI laptop cahIwa . pr nvIM tEknolojI we nuksan vI huNwe 

hn . jw qusIM izNtrnE>t qe cIZA ]ardr krwe qA quhade kard qoM pEse vI corI ho skwe . Pon qe sazIbr builNg vI ho 

skwI hE . Biv<K iv<c tEknolojI hor vI vW gzI hE . mIdI]a hor vI iZ]awa izNmporteMt ho javega . kihNwe hn ik Biv<K 

iv<c iz<wA we kNpUtr hoxe hn ijhfe quha¥ ij<wA wI vI cahUge cIZ bxa wexge . quha¥ wukan qe nhIM jaxa pExa, cIZA 

lEx lzI . lok ]j kl mIdI]a iv<c bhuq iwlcsp hn . iz<k wm g<lA mIdI]a qe phuNc jAwI]A hn . sara kuJ PonA 

qe kNpUtrA nal hI huNwa hE . 

(162 words) 

Content 

A good response which is generally relevant with quite a lot of information conveyed.  

Communication is usually clear but there are some ambiguities. Only one opinion is expressed and 
justification. The response is interesting and conveys some sophisticated ideas. It is a level 3 response and 8 
marks are awarded. 

Range of language 

There is a variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures: verbs are used in the first person singular and 
plural. Longer and complex sentences are regularly attempted using correct linking words producing a mainly 
fluent and coherent piece of writing. Present and future time frames are used. Although the question lends 
itself to use the words for which there are no equivalent in Panjabi, but there are some English words used for 
which Panjabi words are available such as ( mEsej, izNmporteMt) A mark of 7 is awarded. 

Accuracy 

The work is reasonably accurate. There are a few spelling errors of minor nature such as (mobail, PEwe).  

Verb and tense formations are usually correct. In some sentences part verb ending is missing( sentences 4, 6, 
7 and 9). Syntax used is incorrect in the last sentence on page 1 of the response. 3 marks are awarded. 

 

Total= 8+7+3= 18 marks 
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Higher Writing Question 3 

mEM izmqanA qoM baw ]apxe wosqA nal Kaxa Kax ig]a sI . mE¥ ]apxe wosqA qe pirvar koloM ikNne qohPe imle . mera 

mnpsNw qohPa kalI GfI hE . ]gle hPqe mEM ]apxe pirvar nal kansrt ja irha hA ]qe meqoM [udIk nhIM huNwI .

Conveying key messages 

Nearly all key messages are conveyed.  In the first sentence ‘pas krn’ after ‘izmiqhanA’ is missing. 5 

marks. 

Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures 

In the first sentence, the translation does not refer to ‘passing exams’ and ‘restaurant is not mentioned 
although ‘going to eat out’ is included.  The sentence structure and vocabulary used is accurate and 

appropriate. The last part of the last sentence is translated as ‘meqoM [udIk nhIM huNwI’ (I can’t wait) instead of 

‘mE¥ bhuq ca] hE’ (I am looking forward to it). Overall, the translation is highly accurate and demonstrates very 

good knowledge of vocabulary and structures. 5 marks are awarded. 

Total: 5 + 5 = 10  
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GCSE Panjabi Speaking test commentaries 

Foundation Tier Role-play 1 

Communication 

 
Task 1 

2 marks. The message is communicated without ambiguity. The student gives two details but one detail would 
have been enough to gain 2 marks, as specified in the rubric. 

Task 2 

1 mark. The message is ambiguous, because the student has used the wrong verb ‘qurn’ instead of ‘qur ke’.   

Task 3 

2 marks. The student’s response is in form of an opinion and clear. It is supported by a justification which is 
not required. 

Task 4 

1 mark. The student does not give full information. The response is ‘PrEMc ]iW]apk’ and name is not given. 

Task 5 

? 2 marks. The student asks a clear question about homework. There is a slight grammatical error but 
communication is clear. 

Knowledge and use of language 

4 marks. The student shows good knowledge and use of language. There are slight grammatical errors in task 
2 and 5. A variety of sentence structures and generally appropriate vocabulary is used. 

Total= 8+4= 12 

 

Higher Tier Role-play 7 

Communication 

 
Task 1 

2 marks. The student’s response communicates the message clearly and provides additional information 

‘shelI nal’ which is not required. 

Task 2 
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2 marks. The student gives a mature response and communicates the reason clearly. 

Task 3 

2 marks. A full response is provided by the student. Information on two activities is provided.’ park ¥ Kedx jAwe

hE nale SOipNg jAwe hE .’ 

Task 4  

2 marks. A clear and detailed response is given by the student. ‘mEM iwljIq wusAJ ¥ weKx psNw krUNgI ik[uM ik [uhwe

gaxe bhuq cNge hE ]qe [uhwe mqlb bhuq suhxe hE .’ 

Task 5 

? 1 mark. The question is not fully clear. ‘quhadI iPlm ikhfI iPlm psNw hE ?’ The address is not clear. It 

should be ‘quha¥’ not ‘quhadI’ . 

Knowledge and use of language 

4 marks. Good knowledge and use of language. The language is generally accurate. The minor errors such as 

‘hE’ and ‘hn’ have no effect on communication. The student uses past, present and future tenses 

successfully. 

Total= 9+4= 13 marks 
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Foundation Tier Photo card A 

Communication: 11 marks 

On the whole the responses to all the questions are relevant. The student replies to all the questions and 
develops most of the responses. Had the second, fourth and fifth response contained a little more detail, the 
student would have had access to the top band of marks. The responses are grammatically correct except a 

minor error in response two (mEM bhuq shelI]A hn’) and five where a present tense is used instead of past tense 

(jAwI hA instead of gzI sI) but they do not impede communication. The student gives and explains an opinion 

in response three. “ The speaker replies to all or nearly all questions clearly and develops some answers. 
He/She gives and explains an opinion”. This is a fair and accurate description of this student’s overall 
performance and a mark of 11 is awarded. (1 min. 31 sec.)  

  

Higher Tier Photo card H 

 

Communication: 15 marks 

 
The student shows an excellent grasp of the topic shown on this photo card and a good comprehension of all 
the questions put to her. She responds in full, well-structured and well developed sentences using appropriate 
vocabulary and a range of correctly formed verbs. There are hardly any grammatical errors and 

communication is very clear. The first question qusIM qsvIr iv<c kI weKwe ho? is the most open question of all and 

this is answered fully in a number of well-expressed points containing plenty of descriptive detail using a range 
of present tenses including present continuous. In her response to second question, the student describes a 
range of festivals that are celebrated in her town and in addition, explains the religious group associated with 

each festival. The third response is detailed and mature and uses higher level vocabulary (]ihmI]q, 

siB]acar). In her forth response, the student gives opinions and provides detailed justification for each. In her 

final response, the student shows the mastery of Panjabi language by using complex and extended sentences 
using a range of verb formations. This is a clearly level 5 response and full 15 marks are awarded.  

(2 min 40 sec) 
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Foundation Tier, General conversation 

Communication: 5 marks 

The student responds to nearly all questions, but the responses given tend to be quite short. There are some 
attempts made at producing longer responses, but the performance is not consistent. Her thoughts and ideas 
about her future employment are reasonably well explained, but explanations for becoming a teacher are 
rather unclear. The student gives her opinions on a couple of occasions. She fails to ask the teacher a 
question which is a requirement of the general conversation. One mark is therefore deducted. 

Range and accuracy of language: 5 marks 

The language used to respond is basic and the structures are often repetitive. Many sentences have part verb 
ending missing. Syntax is incorrect in many sentences and frequent errors impede communication. The 
student has used the future tense successfully when talking about school results and starting own business, 
but there is no reference made to past tense.   

Pronunciation and intonation: 5 marks 

Pronunciation is clear and understandable. There is a range of intonation applied appropriately. 

Spontaneity and fluency: 3 marks 

The conversation flows rather slowly and the student relies heavily on the teacher’s questions. There is some 
hesitation and the student asks the teacher to repeat questions on a couple of occasions. Overall, the delivery 
is slow. (6 minutes 40 sec). 

Total marks= 5+5+5+3= 18 marks 

Higher Tier, General conversation 

Communication: 9 marks 

An excellent performance overall! The student appears well prepared for this part of the test; she readily 
understands all the questions. Her responses are well thought out and relevant. She develops her responses 
consistently. She confidently expresses her personal opinions and gives clear justifications for them for 
example in the question about school subjects. The student shows a clear ability to give full descriptions and 
accounts when talking about the facilities in her home town and when describing differences between schools 
in England and the Panjab. Every response is developed with interest and enthusiasm and a full response is 
given. However, the student does not ask the teacher a question, which is a requirement of the General 
Conversation. One mark is therefore deducted, so the score is 9.  

Range and accuracy of language: 7 marks 

The candidate’s performance easily satisfies the requirement for the top band of marks except there is no 
reference made to past tense. Had the candidate used the past tense, the mark would have increased to 10.  
The student uses complex vocabulary and sentence structures with appropriate conjunctions. She accurately 
uses a range of present and future verb forms to describe and explain events. Although there are a few 
grammatical errors, these are minor in nature and certainly do not impede communication.  
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Pronunciation and intonation: 5 marks 

Without a doubt the student’s pronunciation and intonation qualify for full marks. 

Spontaneity and fluency: 5 marks 

One again, full marks are awarded. On the whole, the student responds promptly to the questions and speaks 
confidently and fluently. 

Total= 9+7+5+5= 26 marks 
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